Excision of selectable genes from transgenic goat cells by a protein transducible TAT-Cre recombinase.
The Cre/loxP site-specific recombination system is a widely used tool for genetic engineering of mammalian genomes. Recombination of loxP-modified alleles is often induced by introduction of foreign DNA vector expressing Cre into the cells. But the introduced DNA vector has the potential to integrate into the genome of the cells and continuous expression of Cre recombinase from the foreign vector has the potential to yield cytotoxicity and genotoxicity in various cells. In this study, we investigate the possibility of overcoming this limitation by using a cell-permeable TAT-Cre recombinase. We found that TAT-Cre treatment of transgenic goat fibroblast cells did not compromise the development competency of reconstructed embryos by using these TAT-Cre-treated cells as nuclear donor in nuclear transfer. Finally, we obtained two live cloned goats where a selectable gene cassette was removed. Our work not only provided an efficient protein transduction-based system for removing selectable genes from transgenic goats, but also presented strong evidence that no severe damage was made to the host cells during the process of protein transduction.